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Aim: To report on the intraindividual and interindividual variability of tumour size (height and base diameter) measurements using standardised echography in a masked prospective study.

Methods: 20 consecutive eyes of 20 patients were examined on four different visits by three experienced examiners using standardised echography. As common in standardised echography, tumour height was evaluated with A-scan technique, while transverse and longitudinal base diameter were calculated with B-scan.

Results: Tumour height measurements using A-scan were more accurate than base diameter measurements using B-scan. The standard deviation for tumour height over all visits/measurements was 0.18 mm (A-scan), 0.79 mm for transverse, and 0.69 mm for longitudinal base diameters (B-scan). The interclass correlation coefficient (ICC) was much higher for tumour height measurements with A-scan (0.7735 for three examiners on one visit) than for transverse (0.6563) or longitudinal (0.4522) base diameter measurements with B-scan techniques.

Conclusions: A-scan techniques for tumour height measurements provide very reproducible results with little intraindividual and interobserver variability. As B-scan techniques for tumour base evaluation are less accurate they should be used for topographic and morphological examinations.

Several approaches in the management of uveal melanoma exist, mainly depending on the size of the tumour. In the past 20 years an increasing percentage of patients has been treated with globe preserving therapies. Thus, it is important to have reliable parameters indicating whether the treated lesions decrease in size over time or remain unchanged. In addition, most ophthalmic oncologists prefer to follow small melanocytic lesions until tumour growth is observed before a treatment is initiated. In these cases standardised A-scan echography is the most commonly used technique for biometry of the eye. It is also essential to establish the diagnosis of uveal melanoma using specific criteria.

Standardised echography was introduced in the 1960s by Ossoinig for the purpose of ophthalmic tissue differentiation. The term standardised echography refers to a special examination technique which is based on the use of a standardised A-scan instrument especially developed for tissue differentiation. It is complemented by a real time contact B-scan. Standardised A-scan is characterised by special signal processing through defined parameters, the so called “internal standardisation” which is provided by the manufacturer (narrowband receiver, special S-shaped type of amplification with a well defined dynamic range, high frequency filtering, etc.). The “external standardisation” is performed by the examiner and includes the ascertainment of the “tissue sensitivity setting,” which is optimal for tissue diagnosis. However, besides specially designed equipment, the term standardised echography also implies a standardisation of the A-scan and B-scan examination of the globe and orbit. Meanwhile, standardised echography is established as a very helpful and reliable diagnostic tool in ophthalmology for the evaluation of ocular as well as orbital diseases. In standardised echography A-scan is used for tumour height measurement and B-scan for tumour base measurement as well as topographic and morphological evaluation.

However, follow up examinations may not always be performed by the same examiner, particularly in larger hospitals. Consequently, it is important to know about the intraindividual and interobserver variability of tumour size measurements obtained by standardised echography in order to estimate whether differences in tumour height and base diameter are the result of individual variations of the examination technique or real variations in tumour size. The knowledge about the reliability of tumour measurements may also be an important parameter in prospective clinical studies following tumour patients over a longer period of time.

METHODS

Twenty eyes of 20 consecutive patients of different age and sex were included in this prospective study. Criteria for inclusion were uveal melanomas not involving the iris or ciliary body. Each patient was examined by three independent and experienced examiners on four occasions during a period of less than 2 weeks. This short period of time was chosen to assure that possible variations of tumour height were not due to real tumour growth. Patients after any radiation treatment within the last 6 months were excluded for the same reason.

We attempted to perform this study with as much masking as was feasible. Thus, the three examiners performed echographic evaluations of each patient independently from each other. Every patient was measured at four different visits by all three examiners. The results of each examination were documented by the examiner. The three examiners were masked to the results of the other examiners. It was not possible, however, to completely mask the examiners to their own previous results, as each examiner had to choose the most accurate measurement documenting the maximum tumour height and so got to know about the numerical value of the measurement.

In all patients the same instrumentation was used for A-scan and B-scan examination (ultrasound B-scan-S V-plus,
The eye was open during examination. Each examination consisted of a preliminary topographic B-scan evaluation. B-scan was also used to evaluate the shape of the lesion and to measure both the maximum transverse and longitudinal extension of the tumour base with calipers. A relatively low gain setting was used in order to obtain the best measurement. Measurements were taken to the inner sclera, which was identified as the first distinct line at the tumour base that was continuous with the surrounding fundus. Gain settings for B-scan evaluation were not specified. Tumour height measurements were then obtained with the A-scan.

The standardised A-scan instrument was first set at tissue sensitivity with the Memory Card Version S 2.07, all by Biovision/Schwind, Kleinostheim, Germany). We followed the specific criteria described by Ossoinig that are used to evaluate an intraocular tumour with standardised echography.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Standard deviations of tumour height, transverse and longitudinal base diameter measurements between different examiners on four visits as well as over all visits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean (SD) over all patients</td>
<td>Examiner A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visit 1</td>
<td>Height</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transverse</td>
<td>9.25 (2.67)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longitudinal</td>
<td>9.76 (2.50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visit 2</td>
<td>Height</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transverse</td>
<td>8.90 (2.34)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longitudinal</td>
<td>9.75 (2.49)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visit 3</td>
<td>Height</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transverse</td>
<td>9.11 (2.38)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longitudinal</td>
<td>9.63 (2.63)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visit 4</td>
<td>Height</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transverse</td>
<td>9.08 (2.35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longitudinal</td>
<td>9.47 (2.25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visits 1–4</td>
<td>Height</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transverse</td>
<td>9.09 (2.40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longitudinal</td>
<td>9.65 (2.43)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Number of different measurements over all three examiners. 
†Number of different measurements within one examiner.

RESULTS

Demographics

Twenty patients, 10 men and 10 women, were included in this study. The mean age was 64 years (range 43–82 years). Seventeen patients had undergone radiation therapy in the past (more than 6 months ago). Tumour height varied from 1.5 to 11.5 mm, mean tumour height was 4.35 mm. Standard deviations are analysed in detail below. Six tumours were located at the posterior pole close to the optic nerve, 11 at the equator, and three were located anteriorly with the borders still being distinguishable. In six cases a shallow retinal detachment overlying the tumour was noted. There were 16 dome-shaped tumours (five of them with an irregular surface contour) and four tumours with a collar button shape.

Intraobserver and interobserver variability

The main results of the obtained measurements are summarised in Table 1. Comparing tumour evaluation with standardised A-scan and B-scan, tumour height measurements using A-scan technique were approximately three times more reproducible than transverse or longitudinal base diameter measurement using B-scan (Fig 1). The standard deviation over all three examiners and all patients was 0.18 mm for tumour height (A-scan), 0.79 mm for transverse and 0.69 mm for longitudinal base diameter (both B-scan).

With respect to tumour height measurements with standardised A-scan, the mean coefficient of variation (CV) within the same examiner (intraobserver CV) was in the range of 20–35%. Comparing the three different examiners, there were only small differences regarding the intraobserver CV, meaning that different observers measured with comparable precision. We observed no statistically significant difference between small (<5 mm) and large melanomas in terms of CV.

observer variation. The ICC is commonly used as a measure of reliability, with a value of 1 representing a perfect correlation. It was calculated on mean values according to Portney based on a program by A Chang.

The data were collected and analysed using SPSS 10.0 for Windows (SPSS Inc, Chicago, IL, USA), p<0.05 was considered statistically significant. Intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC) were calculated for the intraindividual and intra-
There was only a trend towards larger differences in tumour height measurement using A-scan in larger tumours (Fig 1A). As shown in Figure 1B and C large differences were observed in both transverse and longitudinal base diameter measurements using B-scan techniques.

The mean deviation of tumour height measurements between different examiners decreased when measuring the same subject repeatedly (standard deviation over different examiners of first measurement was 0.30 and 0.10 of fourth measurement, see Table 1). Because of very anterior location, the longitudinal base diameter could not be obtained by all three examiners in two patients.

**Interclass correlation coefficients (ICC)**

In Table 2 maximum tumour height is the parameter with the highest correlation coefficient between the three raters on their first visit (ICC 0.7735). Tumour height was also the parameter which shows highest correlation when the same examiner re-examines the patient on different visits (ICC 0.9334 for examiner A, 0.7970 for examiner B, and 0.6879 for examiner C). Correlation coefficients for transverse and longitudinal measurements were much lower. For all ICCs no significant F value was found between the raters or between visits within the same rater.

For the other morphological and quantitative parameters such as localisation, possible retinal detachment, vascularisation, internal structure, and reflectivity (shown in Table 3), which were only assessed on the first visit, very high ICCs were found indicating good concordance between the different raters.

**DISCUSSION**

To our knowledge, the present study is the first to evaluate both interobserver and intraobserver variabilities of tumour measurements within one institution in a masked prospective setting.

In our institution standardised echography is routinely used to evaluate maximum tumour height as well as...
transverse and longitudinal base diameters of uveal melanomas. The goal of this study was to evaluate the accuracy of the echographic technique. In standardised echography the A-scan technique is commonly used for tumour height evaluation. As there is no specific gain setting for B-scan evaluation, B-scan is only used for gross tumour height measurements. B-scan is useful for measuring the basal diameter of a tumour, although in some cases these measurements might not represent the true maximal diameter of a lesion. However, it still provides reproducible measurements for follow up evaluations. A-scan measurement of the tumour base is useful if radiation is being considered for treatment. Sizing of the plaque is important in order that the tumour is appropriately covered. Main domain of A-scan is the measurement of tumour height and evaluation of internal structure, reflectivity, and vascularisation. The standardisation of A-scan ultrasound technique in terms of a “tissue sensitivity setting” allows easy reproduction of measurements in contrast with non-standardised B-scan technique. While B-scan provides an easily understandable topographic and morphological information, no statement can be made concerning internal structure, reflectivity or vascularisation of a lesion. This information can only be obtained from amplitudes, shapes, and motions of A-scan spikes. However, optimal results can only be obtained, when all the acoustic information of A- and B-scan methods is put together.

One of the main questions when following tumour patients is either whether the tumour decreases in size—for example, after radiation treatment, or whether tumour growth is observed in smaller melanocytic lesions in order to initiate an appropriate therapy. It is therefore important to know about the accuracy of the examination technique in terms of interobserver and intraobserver variabilities of measurements. According to our data the following statistical consideration should be taken in account when deciding on tumour growth: measurements falling outside a 95% confidence interval usually are considered statistically reasonably safe to indicate a change. Given normal distribution of the measurements this means that the measurements have to fall outside plus or minus two standard deviations (2 SD) from the measured value. Our overall standard deviation (Table 1) was 0.18 mm for maximum height, 0.79 mm for transverse, and 0.69 for longitudinal base diameters. Thus, a difference in measurements of more than 0.36 mm (that is, 2 SD) may be considered a true change in tumour height, regardless of the absolute tumour height. Tumour shape or location did not influence the results of the measurements obtained in this study.

Nevertheless, as shown in our data, repeated measurement reduces the variance between the examiners. This should be due to a training effect of the examiners (and patients), as the examinations were performed in a masked manner. Therefore, the echographic estimation of tumour height should always be based on several measurements in clinical routine. Interestingly we observed only small interobserver differences and a high ICC of tumour height measurements (mean SD 0.18, 0.16, and 0.15 mm, Table 1). It is therefore possible to have the patient examined by different examiners and still make valid conclusions on changes of tumour height, but attention should be paid to compare only measurements of the same examiner having approximately the same level of experience. This relative independence of the examiner is a clear advantage of standardised A-scan echography.

With respect to the great differences of B-scan evaluation of a tumour (Fig 1B and C), B-scan as a non-standardised technique should not be used for the definition of tumour growth. However, it is still suitable for morphological and topographic examinations. Our standard deviation of 0.18 mm for all examiners is comparable to the data reported by other authors. Nicholson described that approximately 90% of independent measurements by two technicians made from photographic records of 53 previously performed scans were within 0.4 mm of each other with a standard deviation of 0.22 mm. A standard deviation of 0.20 mm for tumour height was also reported by Char in a prospective series of 26 patients.

However, this study focused only on interobserver variabilities of echographic measurements and confirmed ultrasound to be the most accurate method of measuring tumour height. Furthermore, in a retrospective review of 32 uveal melanomas Char reported a difference in ultrasound measurements of thickness of 0.64 mm between two institutions (interobserver variability, range 0–2.2 mm, SD 0.60 mm), both in small and large tumours. The correlation between the two institutions was 0.89. According to Char several factors affect these correlations like the experience in ultrasound measurements, the location of the tumour or the instrumentation used.

However, as these two studies on interobserver variability were performed in a retrospective manner, they did not address the precision of independent measurements during separate dynamic echographic examinations as in our series, studied on photographic evidence. In conclusion, the authors did not describe the intraobserver variability of echo-graphic measurements that plays an important part if a patient is seen by the same examiner on different occasions.

In conclusion, standardised echography is a very helpful tool for tumour height measurements. The interobserver variability of A-scan measurements is low. Therefore, the results of the examinations obtained on different occasions during follow up may be compared and conclusions concerning tumour growth may be drawn with little limitations, even if the examinations are performed by different, yet experienced, examiners. Tumour growth may be suspected if the difference between measurements is at least two standard deviations, in our study equalling 0.36 mm. Nevertheless, further studies will be needed to compare the technique described in this report with recent developments in ophthalmic ultrasound such as three dimensional imaging of intraocular lesions and measurement of tumour volume. Compared to A-scan technique, B-scan is less accurate, but remains a helpful method for morphological and topographic evaluation and tumour base measurements. However, with the latter larger standard deviations of the measurements have to be taken into account.
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